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Abstract
This paper illustrates the relevance of distributive laws for the solution of recursive 
equations, and shows that one approach for obtaining coinductive solutions of equa­
tions via infinite terms is in fact a special case of a more general approach using an 
extended form of coinduction via distributive laws.
1 In tro d u c tio n
Distribution x(y +  z) =  xy  +  x z  is common in many equational theories, such 
as vector spaces. It may also occur in so-called distributive categories, of the 
form X  x (Y +  Z ) =  (X  x Y ) +  (X  x Z ), see e.g. [8], where one direction 
of the isomorphism is canonical and always exists. More generally, one can 
have distributions G F  ^  F G  between two endofunctors F, G on the same 
category, as first studied in [7]. This phenomenon is especially interesting 
when the functors F, G form signatures (or interfaces) for certain operations, 
either in algebraic or in coalgebraic form.
Turi and Plotkin [25] first investigated such a situation where one functor 
G describes the syntax of a programming language and the other functor F  
the behaviour of programs (terms) in th a t language. Having a distributive 
law G F  ^  F G  means th a t the behaviour on term s is well-defined, and leads 
to results like: (coalgebraic) bisimilarity is an (algebraic) congruence. Hence 
distributive laws capture where “algebra meets coalgebra” .
The theme of this paper is the same, in a slightly different context, namely 
recursive equations x* =  i* (x i,. . .  ,x n). The t* are terms from some algebra, 
and may contain the recursive variables x j . The solutions of such equations
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are typically infinite, and are thus best described via (final) coalgebras. Hence 
also in this situation algebra and coalgebra meet, and appropriate distributive 
laws are to be expected.
The finality principle in the theory of coalgebras is usually called coinduc­
tion [15]. It involves the existence and uniqueness of suitable coalgebra homo- 
morphisms to final coalgebras. It was realised early on (see [1,6]) th a t such 
coinductively obtained homomorphisms can be understood as solutions to re­
cursive (or corecursive, if you like) equations. The equation itself is incorpo­
rated in the commuting square expressing th a t there is a homomorphism from 
a certain “source” coalgebra to the final coalgebra. Since this diagram arises 
from the source coalgebra, this source can also be identified with the recursive 
equation (see Section 3 for examples).
A systematic investigation of the solution of such equations first appeared in
[20], followed by [2]. Their coalgebraic approach simplifies results for recursive 
equations with infinite terms from [10,11]. More recently, a general and ab­
stract approach is proposed in [5], using distributive laws. It builds on earlier 
work [17] and may also be described dually, for algebras, as developed inde­
pendently in [26]. One of the main contributions of this paper is th a t it shows 
how the approach of [2] for infinite terms fits in the general approach of [5] 
with distributive laws. This involves the identification of suitable distributive 
laws of the monads of terms over the underlying interface functor.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the approach 
of [5] based on distributive laws. It is illustrated in the context of languages 
and autom ata in Section 3. Section 4 continues with two distributive laws for 
canonical monads F * and F ^  associated with a functor F . The approach of [2] 
for solutions of equations with infinite terms is then explained in Section 5. 
Finally, Section 6 shows th a t this approach is an instance of the distribution- 
based approach.
An earlier version of this paper appeared as [12]. The present version ex­
tends [12] especially with Section 3 on distributive laws for languages and 
autom ata. This topic is further elaborated in [14].
2 D is tr ib u tiv e  law s a n d  so lu tio n s  o f e q u a tio n s
Distributive laws found their first serious application in the area of coalgebras 
in the work of Turi and Plotkin [25] (see also [24]), providing a joint treatm ent 
of operational and denotational semantics. In th a t setting a distributive law 
provides a suitable form of compatibility between syntax and dynamics. The 
claim of [25] th a t distributive laws correspond to suitable rule formats for
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operators is further substantiated in [5]. The idea of using a distributive law 
in extended forms of coinduction (and hence equation solving) comes from [17], 
and is further developed in [5]. In this section we present its essentials.
Distributive laws are natural transformations G F  ^  FG  between two endo- 
functors F, G: C ^  C on a category C. These F  and G may have additional 
structure (of a point or copoint, or a monad or comonad, see [18]), tha t must 
then be preserved by the distributive law. We shall concentrate on the case of 
distribution of a monad over a functor, because it seems to be most common 
and natural—see the examples in the next section. We shall recall what this 
means.
D efin itio n  1 Let (T, n, be a monad on a category C, and F : C ^  C be an 
arbitrary functor. A d is tr ib u tiv e  law  o f T  over F  is a natural transformation
T F A F T
making for each X  G C the following two diagrams commute.
AX
^  F T  X
T  (AX) ATX
T  2 F X — — T F T X  > F T  2X
Vf x  F  (^x  )
T F X ------------- ;-------------- > F T XAX
Sometimes we shall consider the situation when F  is a monad too. When 
A then also preserves the unit and multiplication associated with F  —in the 
obvious way, like above— we shall say that A is a distributive law of monads.
The underlying idea is th a t the monad T  describes the terms in some syn­
tax, and th a t the functor F  is the interface for transitions on a state space. 
Intuitively, the presence of the distributive law tells us tha t the terms and be­
haviours interact appropriately. The associated notion of model is a so-called 
A-bialgebra.
D efin itio n  2 Let A: T F  ^  F T  be a distributive law, like above. A A -bialgebra  
consists o f an object X  G C with a pair o f maps:
T X —^ X —^ F X
where:
• a is an Eilenberg-Moore algebra, meaning that it satisfies two standard equa­
tions, namely: a o nX =  id and a o ^ X =  a o T(a).
• a and b are compatible via A, which means that the following diagram com-
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mutes.
T X -  
T  (b \  
T F X -
X
X
F X  
''F (a) 
F T X
X
A m a p  o f  X -bialgebras, from (T X  —U X  —U F X ) to (T Y -U  Y —U F Y )
is a map f : X  %  Y  in C that is both a map o f algebras and of coalgebras: 
f  o a =  c o T ( f ) and d o f  =  F ( f ) o b.
The following result is standard.
L em m a  3 Assume a distributive law A: T F  ^  F T , and let Z: Z  — % F Z  be a 
final coalgebra. It carries an Eilenberg-Moore algebra obtained by finality in:
F T Z -
Xz
T F Z  
T  (Z ) =  
T Z  -
F  (a)
- F Z
a Z
ba
Z
The resulting pair (T Z  —% Z  —%  F Z ) is then a final A-bialgebra.
P ro o f. By the uniqueness part of finality one proves tha t a  is an Eilenberg­
Moore algebra. By construction, a  and Z are compatible via A. Assume an 
arbitrary A-bialgebra (T X  —% X  — % F X ). It induces a unique coalgebra 
map f : X  %  Z  with Z ◦  f  =  F ( f ) o b. One then obtains f  o a =  a  o T ( f ) 
by showing th a t both maps are homomorphisms from the coalgebra AX o 
T (b): T X  %  F T X  to the final coalgebra Z. D
We shall consider some simple ways to build distributive laws.
E x a m p le  4 Let T : C %  C be a monad with unit and multiplication n, ^ .
(1) Let a: T A  %  A  be an Eilenberg-Moore algebra. It yields a distributive law 
a: T K a ^  K a T , where K a : C %  C is the functor which is constantly A.
(2) Assume we have an I-indexed collection o f functors F^. C %  C with dis­
tributive laws A*: TF* ^  F*T. Then, assuming that the product functor 
F  =  n igI F* exists, there is a distributive law A: T F  ^  F T  given by
Ax  =  ( t ( n ig i  F iX ) (T(ni))iSli  n ig i T F i X - f e ^ ^ g i  f *T X )
Special cases worth emphasising are:
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• I  =  {1, 2}, describing the distributive law T (Fi x F2) ^  FiT  x F2T  for  
a binary product from [5, Lemma 4.4.5];
• each Fi is equal to G, so that F  is the exponent functor G1, with 
“strength” distributive law T (G 1) ^  (G T )I .
(3) Dually, i f  T  preserves coproducts, one can construct a distributive law 
T (Uigi Fi) ^  (Oigi Fi)T from laws T F i ^  F{T.
(4) I f  our category C is S e ts , and the functor T  preserves weak pullbacks, 
then there is a distributive law o f monads T P  ^  P T , where P  is the 
powerset monad. This construction comes from [13], and is called the 
“power law”. Here we sketch the essentials.
We associate the so-called “relation lifting” Rel(T ) with T . It is a func­
tor that maps a relation (ri , r 2}: R  ^  X  x Y  to a relation Rel(T )(R) ^  
T ( X ) x T ( Y ) by taking the image o f the map (T(r i ) , T (r2)}: T (R) %  
T ( X ) x T ( Y ). Applying this relation lifting to the inhabitation relation 
GX^  X  x P ( X ) yields Rel(T )(GX) ^  T X  x T P ( X ). Then we can define 
Ax : T P (X ) % P ( T X ) as:
AX (u) =  {a G T X  | (a, u} G Rel(T )(GX)}.
In [13] it is shown that A preserves the powerset monad structure. But 
it also preserves the unit n and multiplication ^  o f the monad T  in case 
the natural transformations n, ^  are Cartesian. This means that their 
naturality squares are pullbacks.
The following notion of equation and solution comes from [5].
D efin itio n  5 Assume a distributive law A: T F  ^  F T . A guarded  rec u rs iv e
e q u a tio n  is an FT-coalgebra e: X  %  F T X . A s o lu tio n  to such an equation 
in a A-bialgebra (T Y  —% Y  — % F Y ) is a map f : X  %  Y  making the following 
diagram commute.
F T  ( f )
F T X ---------- — ---- F T Y
\F  (a) / 
F Y  (1)
tb
X  f  " Y
e
In ordinary coinduction one obtains solutions for equations X  %  F X . The 
additional expressive power of the above notion of equation X  %  F T X  lies 
in the fact th a t it allows actions on terms. For convenience we shall often 
call these equations X  %  F T X  A -equations—even though their formulation 
does not involve a distributive law A. But their intended use is in a context 
with distributive laws. Similarly, we shall say th a t the above solution f  is 
defined by A -coinduction .
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This notion of solution may seem a bit strange at first, but becomes more 
natural in light of the following result (see also [5, Lemma 4.3.4]).
P ro p o s it io n  6 There exists a bijective correspondence between X-equations 
e: X  u  F T X  and X-bialgebras ( T2X  —U T X  —U F T X ) with free algebra 
V x ■
Moreover, let (T Y  —U Y  —U F Y ) be a X-bialgebra■ Then there is a bijective 
correspondence between solutions f  : X  u  Y  as in (1) and bialgebra maps 
g: T X  u  Y  —for the associated X-equations and X-bialgebras■ □
Now we can formulate the main result of this distribution-based approach to 
solving equations. It is the dual of [26, Theorem 1].
T h e o re m  7 Let F  : C u  C be a functor with a final coalgebra Z  —u  F Z  ■ For 
each monad T  with distributive law X: T F  ^  F T  there are unique solutions 
to X-equations in the final X-bialgebra (T Z  u  Z  u  F Z ) from Lemma 3■
P ro o f. For a X-equation e: X  u  F T X , a solution in (T Z  u  Z  u  F Z ) is 
by the previous proposition the same thing as a map of X-bialgebras from the 
associated (T2X  u  T X  u  F T X ) to (TZ u  Z  u  F Z ). Since the latter is 
final, there is precisely one such solution. □
In the next section, and also in Example 13, we present illustrations.
3 K leen e  a lg eb ra s  a n d  d iffe ren tia l e q u a tio n s  for lan g u ag es
This section contains two applications of distributive laws in the context of 
languages: first, in order to obtain a “language” monad whose algebras are 
Kleene algebras, and second, to describe differential equations for languages 
with solutions as in the previous section.
3.1 Kleene algebras
A basic observation and starting point in this subsection is th a t there is a 
“power” distributive law n  in:
P  (X )*---------------nx------------- > P  (X  *)
(Ui,. .  . , Un} I------------^{(Xl, . . .  ,Xn} | Vi <  U. Xi G Ui}
(2)
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It is obtained from the construction in Example 4 (4), using th a t the list monad 
(—)* is Cartesian. In order to investigate the consequence we use the following 
general result about distributive laws between monads. It is standard, and 
may be traced back to [7,16,4] or [25].
P ro p o s it io n  8 Let n: S T  ^  T S  be a distributive law between monads S  and 
T  on a category C. Then:
(1) T S  is a monad, with unit and multiplication given as:
Id 
V v T
T S  
T S  
T n s /
»
T  2 »
T S T S T n S  T  2 S  2
2»s T 2S  , , t s  
T S
V T S 2 T » s /
Moreover, there are obvious maps o f monads S  ^  T S  and T  ^  T S  given 
by units.
(2) There is an induced lifting o f T  to Eilenberg-Moore algebras o f S  as in:
A lg(S)- T ■ A lg(S)
given by
S X
X
T
S T X
T S X
\
T X
This yields a new monad T . It can be shown that there is a bijective 
correspondence between such liftings and distributive laws.
(3) There is an isomorphism of categories o f algebras:
A lg(T S ) -A lg(T  )
A lg (S )
C □
n
When we apply this result to our power law n: (—)*P ^  P (—)* from (2) we 
obtain a new monad L  =  P (—)* which we shall call the lan g u ag e  m onad . 
This name is chosen because the sets L (X ) =  P (X *) contain languages L  Ç 
X * with words over the alphabet X .
According to Proposition 8 (1), the unit n x : X  ^  L (X ) is given by
n x (x) =  {(x )}-
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The multiplication ^ X: L 2(X ) ^  L (X ) maps a set V  G L 2( X ) =  P(P(X *)*) 
of sequences of languages to the language:
Vx  (V ) =  {<si, . . . , Sn)  | 3(L i, . . . ,  Ln} G V. Vi <  n.Si  G Li}
where _ : X** ^  X * is (—)*’s “flattening” multiplication 
=  {si ■ . . .  ■ Sn | 3<L i,. . . ,  Ln) G V. Vi <  n. Si G Li} 
where ■ is concatenation of sequences 
=  U{Li ■ . . .  ■ Ln | <Li , . . . , Ln)  G V }
where ■ is concatenation for sets of sequences (languages).
The next question is: what are the algebras of the language monad L? Before 
answering this question we recall the well-known facts th a t the algebras of the 
(—)* monad are monoids, and th a t the algebras of the powerset monad P  are 
complete lattices (posets in which each subset has a join). Proposition 8 (3) 
tells tha t L-algebras are algebras of the lifted monad P  on the category M o n  of 
monoids. The functor P  maps a monoid (X, ■, 1) to the monoid (P (X ), •, {1}), 
with composition operation • given on u , v  G P  (X ) as:
u •  v =  {x ■ y | x  G u A y G v}.
An algebra (P (X ), •, {e}) ^  (X, ■, e) is thus a P-algebra P ( X ) ^  X , forming 
a join-operation , which is a homomorphism of monoids:
(V u) ■ (V v) =  V u •  v =  V{x ■ y | x  G u A y G v}.
This means th a t the monoid’s operation ■ preserves joins in both variables 
separately. The next (folklore) result summarises the situation so far.
T h e o re m  9 The language monad L =  P ((-)* ) induced by the “power” dis­
tributive law (—)*P ^  P (—)* from (2) has K le e n e  algebras as Eilenberg­
Moore algebras. The latter are complete lattices with a monoid structure in 
which joins are preserved by the monoid operation, in both variables. □
Often one sees the “finite” version of Kleene algebras with only finite joins 0 
and x  +  y satisfying distribution equations like (x +  y) ■ z =  x  ■ z +  y ■ z and 
z ■ (x +  y) =  z ■ x  +  z ■ y and 0 ■ x  =  0 =  x  ■ 0. In the theorem we obtain algebras 
with arbitrary joins, such as used in [9], under the name “standard Kleene 
algebras” . The associated iteration operation is obtained as x* =  VneNxn. 
Our L-algebras are also known as unital quantales, see [22].
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The set of languages L ( X ) carries a free Kleene algebra structure ^ x  : L 2(X ) ^  
L ( X ), with the familiar structure induced by the multiplication ^ :
0
1
» x  (0) 
».x  ((()})
0
{()}
L 1 • L2 — » x  ({(L 1i L2)}) — {s1 • s2 1 s1 G L 1 A s2 G L2} 
Vie/ L i — » x ({(Li) 1 i G 1}) — Uie/ L* 
L* — » .  ({ (L , . . . ,L )  | n  G N}) — VneN Ln.
n times
3.2 Differential equations for languages
In the previous subsection we have seen how sets of languages L(A)  =  P (A*) 
form free Kleene algebras. Here we shall investigate them  as (carriers of) final 
coalgebras. We shall do so in three stages, where the first one is well-known 
(and extensively studied in [23, Section 10]), and the second one comes from [5, 
Corollary 4.4.6]. The third one builds on the above language monad L.
3.2.1 Languages and deterministic automata
A deterministic automaton, with alphabet A, is a coalgebra {S, e): X  ^  X A x2. 
The transition function S maps a state together with an input to a new (next) 
state, and the output function e tells of a state x  G X  whether x  is terminal 
(e(x) =  1) or not (e(x) =  0). We shall write D  =  (—)A x K 2 for the functor 
involved. Typical for these deterministic autom ata is th a t for each state x  and 
input letter a G A  there is precisely one successor state x ' with x  —^  x ', 
i.e. with x ' =  S(x)(a).
As is well-known, the final D-coalgebra is given by the set of languages L(A) =  
P(A*) over the alphabet A, with coalgebra structure {S, e): L(A) ^  L(A )A x 2 
given by the “derivative” function and “is nullable” predicate (see [9,23]): for 
L  G L(A) and a G A,
S(L)(a) — L a
— {a  G A* | a • a  G L} 
e(L) — (1 Ç L)
— (()G  L).
For an arbitrary D-coalgebra X  ^  X A x 2, the induced homomorphism to
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this final coalgebra,
X A x 2
X
-L(A)A x 2
— \S,e)
-  - L(A)
sends a state x  G X  to the language accepted in this state, i.e. to the set of 
those strings ( a \ , , an) G A* leading from x  to a terminal state.
The behaviour—or accepted languages—associated with a deterministic au­
tom aton can be described via “differential equations” . For instance, the au­
tomaton:
ao
^ 1o
b
can be described by the equations: 
dL (i d L (i
• O b with state 1 terminal
da
Lo
db
L i () G L0
dLi
da L l
dLi
db
L i () G Li,
where L* is the language accepted in state i, and d|L is a fancy notation for the 
derivative L x, where x  G A  =  {a, b}. The obvious solution of these equations 
is L0 =  a*b(a*b*)* and L\ =  (a*b*)*. It is obtained as map L: 2 ^  L(A) by 
finality, using the above differential equations as description of a coalgebra 
2 ^  2a x 2.
By combining several clauses from Example 4 we obtain the following result 
from [14] describing a sufficient condition for the existence of a distributive 
law for deterministic autom ata, together with the associated final bialgebra. 
For the proof we refer to [14].
T h e o re m  10 An Eilenberg-Moore algebra ¡3: T (2) ^  2 for a monad T  induces 
a distributive law A: T D  ^  D T , namely as composite:
(T  (ni ) , T  (n2))
T ( X A x 2) v v >T (X A) x T (2) ——— ^ T ( X )A x 2
where st: T (X A) ^  T ( X )A is the so-called strength map st(u)(a) =  T ( A f  G 
X A f(a))(u ).
The Eilenberg-Moore algebra forming the final A-bialgebra with the final coal­
gebra L(A) —^  DL(A) like in Lemma 3 is obtained pointwise as:
¡qA*
T  (L(A)) =  T  (2a * ) ------st— ^ T  (2)a * — 3 ------^ 2a * =  L(A). D
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3.2.2 Languages and non-deterministic automata
A non-deterministic autom aton, with alphabet A, is a coalgebra of the form 
(5, e): X  ^  P ( X )A x 2. The transition function 5 now maps a state x  and an 
input a to a set 5(x)(a) C X  of successor states.
As observed in [5], there is a distributive law P D  ^  D P , where D  =  (—)A x K 2 
as defined in Subsection 3.2.1. It is an instance of Theorem 10, because the 
set 2 =  {0,1} =  P (1) carries a (free) P-m onad structure, which is of course 
given by union V wrt. the standard order 0 <  1. The resulting distributive 
law, say AP , is given explicitly by:
AP
P ( X A x 2 )----------------X------------->P (X )A x 2
U i------------- (Aa G A. { f  (a) | 3b. ( f , b) G U}, 3 f . ( f , 1) G U )
It is not hard to see th a t the (final) AP-bialgebra induced as in Lemma 3 (and 
given in Theorem 10) involves the union operation (J: P (L (A )) ^  L(A) in:
D PL(A )-
D ( )
-DL(A) =  L(A )A x 2 
=  (5,e)
-  L(A)
In fact, this says th a t the union of languages can be defined by coinduction 
via the D-coalgebra (5U5 ey) given by:
ey (U) =  (() G U U) and 5u(U)(a) =  {La | L  G U}.
One of the nice observations in [5], see its Corollary 4.4.6, is th a t the 
languages associated with a non-deterministic autom aton can be defined by 
AP-coinduction, i.e. as solution of a AP-equation, namely of the autom aton 
X  ^  D P (X ) =  P ( X )A x 2 itself, like in:
P ( X )A x 2 =  D P (X )■
X
-D PL (A )
,,D(U)
DL(A) =  L(A )A x 2
■ -  L(A)
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For instance, the non-deterministic autom aton
b with state 2 terminal
gives rise to the differential equations
dL0
da
— Li +  L2 
0  e  Lo
dLo
db
dLi
da
0
dLi
db 
0  e  L i
— L 2
dL2
da
dL2 
0 — 2
db
0  e  L2
— L o
W hat is im portant is th a t the expressions on the right-hand-side may now 
involve a +  operation for union. The solution, obtained by AP-coinduction as 
a function L: 3 ^  L(A) can be described explicitly as L 0 =  (a+ ab)(b(a+ ab))*, 
L 1 =  b(b(a +  ab))* and L2 =  (b(a +  ab))*.
0
0
3.2.3 Languages and language automata
Our next step is to use a new kind of autom ata, namely of the form (5, e): X  ^  
L (X )A x 2. We call them “language autom ata” because of the occurrence of the 
language monad L. Such autom ata may involve non-deterministic transitions 
x  —^  ( x \ , . . .  , x n) to multiple states, for instance in some decomposed form.
Again by Theorem 10 there is a distributive law AL: LD  ^  DL. This time 
we need an algebra L(2) ^  2. It is again obtained by freeness, using tha t 
L(0) =  P (0*) =  P (1) =  2. The resulting multiplication map ^: L(2) ^  2 is 
given by ^ ( V ) =  1 iff ( 1 , . . . ,  1) G V  for some sequence ( 1 , . . . ,  1) of 1’s only. 
Concretely, the resulting distributive law AX: P ( (X A x 2)*) ^  P (X * )A x 2 is:
AX (V)
=  ( Aa G A. { ( f i ( a ) , . . . ,  fn(a))  | 3bi, . . .  ,bn G 2. ((fi, bi) , . . . ,  (fn, bn)) G V }, 
3 f l , . . . , f n  G X A. (fi, 1 ) , . . . ,  (fn, 1) G V )
It is not hard to see tha t the map of monads a  =  P (n *): P  ^  L—see Propo­
sition 8—commutes with the distributive laws AP and AL, in the sense th a t 
the following diagram commutes.
A
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Like before we get a final AL-bialgebra, with algebra structure LI : L 2(A) ^  
L(A)  determined in:
D L 2(A )----------LJ- -  -  - DL(A) — L(A )A x 2
(5u, eu)
\LAL(A)
LDL(A)
L((S,e))"=
(5, e)
L 2 (A) u L(A)
This means th a t LI is given on a set V  G L 2(A) of sequences of languages by:
of the monad L. Following the formula in Theorem 10 we can describe it 
explicitly as union of intersections:
These language autom ata X  ^  L (X )A x2  resemble alternating autom ata [21]. 
It is at this stage not clear how useful the additional expressive power is for
4 F ree  m o n ad s  a n d  th e i r  d is tr ib u tiv e  law s
In this section we consider an endofunctor F : C ^  C with two canonical 
associated monads F * and F (X, together with distributive laws A* and A^ 
over F . Propositions 11 and 12 contain standard results about F * which are 
not used directly, but provide the setting for similar (new) results about F (X. 
The latter form the basis for our main result in Section 6, namely the link 
between two forms of equation solving.
4.1 The free monad on a functor
Let F : C ^  C be an arbitrary endofunctor on a category C with (binary) 
coproducts + . The only assumption we make at this stage is th a t for each
() G U V  £u(V) — 1 3(L i, . .. , Ln) G V. Vi. () G Li
and for a G A,
u v  — U{Li n - - - n L n  | ( L i , . . . ,L n )  G V }.
solving more expressive differential equations (with \ L-coinduction).
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object X  G C the functor X  +  F (—): C ^  C has an initial algebra. We shall 
use the following notation. The carrier of this initial algebra will be written 
as F *(X) with structure map given as:
X  +  F  (F  *(X ))■ a X F  *(X )
Further, we shall write
nx =  a X 0 K1 t X =  a X 0 K2,
so th a t a x  =  [nx , tx ].
The mapping X  ^  F *(X) is functorial: for f : X  ^  Y  we get: 
X  +  F  (F  * (X )) - -  +  F  - F  -f-))- X  +  F  (F  * (Y))
a x  =
F  *(X  )■
F  *(ƒ )
JnY o ]
F  *(Y  )
This means tha t
F *(f)  0 nx =  nr  0 f  F *(f)  0 t x  =  t y 0 f (F *( f ) ) , 
i.e. th a t n: id ^  F * and t : F F * ^  F * are natural transformations.
Next we establish th a t F * is a monad. The multiplication ^  is obtained in:
F *(X ) +  F (F *(F*(X )) ) -  -d-+  F -/iX - - F *(X) +  F (F *(X))
a F * (X ) [id,Tx ]
F  *(F *(X ) ) ----------------- lTx---------------► F  *(X )
This yields one of the monad equations, namely ^ x  o nF*(X) =  id. The related 
equation ^ x  o F  * (nx  ) =  id follows from uniqueness of algebra maps a x  ^  
a X:
^ x  o F  *(nx ) o a x  =  ^ x  o [nF *(x ) o nx , t f  *(x)] o (id +  F  (F  *(nx )))
=  [nx ,Tx o F  (^x  )] o (id +  F  (F  *(nx )))
=  a x  o (id +  F (^x  o F *(nx))).
Similarly, the other requirements making F  * a monad are obtained.
The following standard result sums up the situation.
P ro p o s it io n  11 Let F  : C ^  C with induced monad (F  *, n, ») be as described 
above.
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(1) The mapping X  ^  [F (F *(X )) —^  F *(X)] forms a left adjoint to the 
forgetful functor U : A lg (F ) ^  C. The monad induced by this adjunction 
is (f *, n , »).
(2) The mapping ax  =  t x  0 F (nx ): F ( X ) ^  F *(X) yields a natural trans­
formation F  ^  F * that makes F * the free monad on F . □
The next observation shows th a t the monad F * of (finite) F-term s fits with 
the behaviour of F . It follows from a general observation (made for instance 
in [5]) th a t distributive laws F * G ^  G F * correspond to ordinary natural 
transformations FG  ^  G F *. Hence by taking G =  F  and unit F F  ^  F F * 
one gets F*F  ^  F F *. But here we shall present the construction explicitly.
P ro p o s it io n  12 Let F : C ^  C have free monad F *. Then there is a distribu­
tive law A*: F*F  ^  F F *.
P ro o f. We define AX: F * ( F X ) ^  F ( F * X ) as follows.
F * ( F X ) a=x >F X  +  F ( F * ( F X )) [F (n x ) ,F (^ x  0 F  ( a x ))L f ( F * X )
where ax  =  t x  0 F (nx ): F ( X ) ^  F *(X) as introduced in Proposition 11 (2).
E x a m p le  13 Let Z  =  R N be the set of  streams o f real numbers. It is o f 
course the final coalgebra o f the functor F  =  R  x (—), via the head and tail 
operations (hd, tl): Z  —^  R  x Z  . I t  is shown in [23] that on such streams one 
can coinductively define binary operators © for sum and ® for shuffle product 
satisfying the recursive equations:
x  © y =  (hd(x) +  hd(y)) • (tl(x) © tl(y)) 
x  ® y =  (hd(x) x hd(y)) • ((tl(x) ® y) © (x ® tl(y))),
where • is prefix.
It is easy to see that one defines © by ordinary coinduction, in:
R x (Z  x Z) -  -d x - ^ -  R  x Z
c, (hd, tl)
Z  x Z --------- ^ ------ --- Z
where the coalgebra c® is defined by:
c®(x j v) — (hd(x) +  hd(y ) , (tl(x), tl(y )) ) .
Once we have ©: Z  x Z  ^  Z  we show how to obtain x  ® y as a solution of 
a \-equation. We start from the signature functor E (X ) — X  x X . There
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is an obvious natural transformation E F  ^  F E* given by ((r,x),  (s,y))  — ► 
(r +  s, (x, y)). By [5, Lemma 3.4.24] it lifts to a distributive law A: E*F ^  F E * 
involving the associated free monad E*. The algebra © :E (Z ) ^  Z  yields an 
Eilenberg-Moore algebra [[ — ]:E * (Z ) ^  Z , which is by the same result o f [5] 
a A-bialgebra. Now we obtain ® as solution in:
R x E *(Z x Z ) - - - x  E -( - )-  - R  x E *(Z)
Z  x Z-
id X [[ —
R X Z  
=  (hd, tí)
* Z
in which the A-equation d® is defined by:
d®( x , y) =  (hd(x) x hd(y ) , (t l (x) ,y ) © (x, t|(y)) ) ,
where © is a symbol for sum in the language o f terms on pairs from Z  x Z . 
Here we exploit the expressive power o f the A-approach, because we can now 
write terms as second component.
Clearly, the above diagram says:
hd(x ® y) =  hd(x) x hd(y).
And also, as required:
tl(x ® y) =  ([[ — 1 0 E *(0) 0 n 2 0 d®)(x ,y) 
=  ([[ — 1 0 E *(®))( (tl(x)> y) ©(x, tl(y) ) )
=  [[(tl(x ) ® y) © (x ® tl(y)) ]
=  (tl(x) ® y) © (x ® tl(y)).
4-2 The free iterative monad on a functor
Let, like in the previous section, F : C ^  C be an arbitrary endofunctor on a 
category C with (binary) coproducts + . The assumption we now make is tha t 
for each object X  G C the functor X  +  F (—): C ^  C has a final coalgebra— 
instead of an initial algebra. We shall use the following notation. The carrier 
of this final calgebra will be written as F ^ ( X ) with structure map given as:
F  ~ (X ) -----^ — > X  +  F  (F  ~ ( X ))
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The sets F  (X ) in the previous section are understood as the set of finite 
terms of type F  with free variables from X . Here we understand F ° ( X ) as 
the set of both finite and infinite terms (or trees) with free variables in X .
Like before, we shall write:
nx =  Cx1 0 Ki t x  =  Cx1 0 k2 .
Functoriality of F 0  is obtained as follows. For f : X  ^  Y  in C we get:
Y  +  F  (F  0  (X )) -d-+ -F-(F  0 -(-)l  Y  +  F  (F  ° ( Y ))
( f  +  id) 0 Cx =  Cr 
F  ° ( X ) ------------------------------ --  F  ° ( Y )
This means tha t
F 0 (f) 0 nx =  n r  0 f  F ° ( f ) 0 t x  =  Tr 0 F ( F ° ( f ) ) ,
i.e. th a t n: id ^  F 0  and t : F F 0  ^  F 0  are natural transformations.
It is shown in [3,19] th a t F 0  is a m onad1 . The multiplication operation 
^  is rather complicated, and can best be introduced via substitution t[s/x]. 
W hat we mean is replacing all occurrences (if any) of the variable x  in the 
term  t  by the term  s, but now for possibly infinite terms. In most gen­
eral form, this substitution t[~S/~£] replaces all occurrences of all variables 
x  G X  simultaneously. In this way, substitution may be described as an oper­
ation which tells how an X -indexed collection (sx)xex of terms sx G F ° ( Y ) 
acts on a term  t G F ° ( X ). More precisely, substitution becomes an oper­
ation subst(s): F ° ( X ) ^  F ° ( Y ), for a function s: X  ^  F ° ( Y ). As usual, 
such a substitution operation should respect the term  structure— i.e. be a 
homomorphism—and be trivial on variables. Standardly, substitution is de­
fined by induction on the structure of (finite) terms. But since we are dealing 
here with possibly infinite terms, we have to use coinduction. This makes the 
substitution more challenging. In general, it is done as follows.
L em m a  14 Let X , Y  be arbitrary sets. Each function s: X  ^  F ° ( Y ) gives 
rise to a coalgebraic s u b s t i tu t io n  operator subst(s): F ° ( X ) ^  F “ (Y),
1 Similar results appeared earlier in [20], but for the functor Y ^  F (X  +  Y ).
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namely the unique homomorphism o f F -algebras:
F  (F  ~ (X  ))F  (subst(s))F  (F  ~ (Y  ))
TX
F  ~ (X  )■
subst(s)
Ty
■f  ~ ( y  )
with
X . 
nx
F  ~ (X  )■
subst(s)
■f  ~ ( y  )
P ro o f. We begin by defining a coalgebra structure on the coproduct F ^ (Y ) +  
F ^ ( X ) of terms, namely as the vertical composite on the left below. This coal­
gebra on F ~ (Y ) +  F ^ ( X ) simply unravels on F ^ (Y ) on the left component 
of + , and it applies s to the variables in the right component.
Y  +  F  (F  ~ (Y  ) +  F  ~ (X  )) 
t
[(ldY +  F  (Kl)) o Zy , K2 o F  (K2)]
F  ~ (Y  ) +  F  (F  ~ (X  ))
I
[k15 s +  Id]
F  ~ (Y  ) +  (X  +  F  (F  ~ (X  ))) 
t
ldY +  Zx
F  ~ (Y  ) +  F  ~ (X  )-
ldY +  F  ( ƒ ) -Y +  F  (F  ~ (Y  ))
Zy
ƒ
F  ~ (Y  )
One first proves th a t ƒ o k  is the identity, using uniqueness of coalgebra maps 
(y  ^  (y • Then, ƒ o k2 is the required map subst(s). □
In the remainder of this paper we shall make frequent use of this substitution 
operator su b s t( - ). Computations with substitution are made much easier with 
the following elementary results. Proofs are obtained via the uniqueness prop­
erty of substitution.
L em m a  15 For s: X  ^  F™(Y ) we have:
(1) subst(nx) =  idp(x).
(2) subst(s) o F ^ ( f ) =  subst(s o ƒ), for ƒ : Z  ^  X .
(3) subst(r) o subst(s) =  subst(subst(r) o s), for r: Y  ^  F™(Z ).
(4) F ^ ( f ) =  subst(nz o ƒ), for ƒ : Y  ^  Z , and hence subst(F™(f) o s) =
F ^ (ƒ )  o subst(s).
(5) subst(s) =  [s, t y o F(subst(s))] o ( x . □
P ro p o s it io n  16 The map ^ x  =  subst(idF^(X)): F™(F^ ( X )) ^  F ^ ( X ) makes 
the triple (F ^  , n ,»)  a monad.
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This monad F ^  is called the ite r a tiv e  monad on F , via the natural transfor­
mation a  =  t  o Fn: F  ^  F™.
In [2] it is shown th a t F ^  is in fact a free iterative monad, in a suitable sense. 
This freeness is not relevant here.
P ro o f. We check the monad equations, using Lemma 15.
The following is less standard.
P ro p o s it io n  17 Consider F  : C ^  C with its iterative monad F  “ .
(1) There is a distributive law À“ : F “ F  ^  F F “ .
(2) The induced mediating map o f monads F  * ^  F  “  commutes with the 
distributive laws, in the sense that the following diagram commutes.
where a x  =  t x  ◦ F (nx ): F ( X ) ^  F “ (X ) as introduced in Proposition 16. It 
satisfies, like in the proof of Proposition 12,
=  subst(idF^(X) o nx )
=  id Fto( x) •i  TO  •
p x  o F “ (p x ) =  subst(idF~ (x)) o F “ ( p x )
=  subst(px  )
=  subst(subst(idF to (x)) o idFTO(FTO(x)^ 
=  subst(idF to (x)) o subst(idFto(Fto(x))) 
=  p x  o Pf to(x )• □
F  F  
À * 
F F
f  “ F  
à“
F F “
P ro o f. Like for À * we define À“ : F  “ ( F X  ) ^  F  (F “ X  ) as follows:
F  “ ( F X  ) Z^ x > F X  +  F  (F  “  (F X  )) [F (nx ), F  (px  o F  “ (ax  ))] F (F “ X )
p x  o aFtox — subst(idFTOx) o tftox  o F (nF ^x)
=  t x  o F (subst(idFTOx )) o F (nFTOx ) 
=  Tx o F (idFTOx)
=  Tx •
(3)
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Then:
A,“  o Vf x  =  [F (nx), F (px o F “ (a x ))] o Zf x  o nFX
=  [F (nx), F (p x  o F “ (a x ))] o Ki 
=  F  (n x ) .
We shall use the following two auxiliary results:
Px  o aF» x  o A“  =  p x  o F “ (a x )
F ( tx ) o F(A“ ) =  A“  o t f x •
(4)
We first prove the first equation, and use it immediately to prove the second 
one.
A
“
X
=  [P x  o a F»X o F (n x ) , Px  o a F»X o F (P x  o F “ (aX ))] o CfX 
by definition of A 
=  [px o F “ (nx) o a x ,P x  o F “ (px  o F “ (a x )) o a F » f x ] o Zfx 
by naturality
=  [P x  o nF»x o a xj P x  o P f » x  o F “ F “  (ax ) o a F » f x ] o Cfx 
by the monad laws 
=  [px o F “ (a x ) o nFX, Px  o F “ (a x ) o p f x  o a F » f x ] o Zfx 
by naturality 
=  Px  o F “ (ax ) o [nFX, t f x ] o Cfx 
by (3)
=  Px  o F “ (a x )
by definition of n, t .
F ( t x ) o F (A“ )
=  F (PX o a F»X o A“ )
by (3)
=  F (px o F “ (a x ))
as we have just shown 
=  [F (nx), F (p x  o F “ (a x ))] o 
obviously 
=  A“  o tfx
by definition of t .
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Now we are ready to prove th a t A“  commutes with multiplications.
Àx
(=)
(=)
(4)
(4)
o P fx
À“  o [id,TFx o F (pF x )] o ZFtoFx by Lemma 15 (5)
[À“ , À“  o t f x  o F  (p fx  )] o Zf tofx
[à“ î F ( tx o À“  o Pf x )] o Cf tofx
[À“ , F  (px  o aFTOx o À“  o p f x  )] o Cftofx
[À“ ) F ( Px o F “ (ax ) o Pf x )] o Cf tofx
[À“ ) F ( Px o P f tox  o F “ F “ (ax ))] o Cf tofx
[À“ , F  (px o F  “ (px o F “ (ax  )))] o Cftofx
[À“ ) F ( Px o F “ (Px o a Ftox  o À“ ))] o Cf tof x  
[id, F (p x  o P f tox  o F “ (aFtox ))] o (À“  +  F (F “ À“ )) o Cf tof x  
F  (px ) o [F (nFTOx ), F  (pftox o F “ (aFTOx ))] o Cfftox o F “ (À“ ) 
by definition of F “  on morphisms 
F (p x ) o à “ tox o F “ (À“ ) .
In order to prove the second point of the proposition we have to disambiguate 
the notation. L et’s write the monad F  * as (F  *, n *, p *) with associated t  * and 
a  *, and F “  as (F “ ,n “ ,p “ ) with t “  and a “ . The induced mediating map 
a “ : F  * ^  F “  is then given by:
id +  F  (a “  x )
X  +  F  (F *X  ) -  -  + -  -( -  - x -) -  X  +  F  (F  “ X  )
a x  =  
F  X
a “ x
Zx
-F  “  X
We already know (from Proposition 11) th a t a “  is a homomorphism of monads 
satisfying a “  o a  * =  a “ . Hence a “  commutes with the distributive laws:
Àx  o a  f x =  [F(n“ ) , F (P“  o F “ (a “ ))] o Cf x  o ^ “ f x  
=  [F(n“ ) , F (p “  o F “ (a“ ))] o (id +  F (a“ F x )) o a - x  
=  [F(n“ ) , F (p “  o F “ (a“ ) o ^“ f x )] o a - x  
=  [F(n“ ) , F (p “  o ^“ ftox o F *(a“ ))] o a - x
=  [F (n“ ), F  (p“  o a “  F tox o F  *(a“ x  o a x  ))] o a - x
=  [F (a“ x  o n x ) , F (a “ x  o p x  o F *(ax ))] o a - x
=  F (a“ x ) o [F(n x ) >F (p x  o F *(ax ))] o a - x
=  F (a“ x ) o à x  • □
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5 I te r a t io n  a n d  so lu tio n s  o f e q u a tio n s
The material in this section comes (again) from [2]. In Definition 5 we have 
seen an abstract notion of A-equation and solution. A bit more concretely, 
for a functor F , a set of recursive equations—often simply called a recursive 
equation—consists first of all of a set X  of recursive variables. For each variable 
x G X  we have a corresponding term  t in an equation x  =  t. We shall allow 
this term  to be infinite. The term  t may involve both variables from an already 
given set Y , and from our new set of recursive variables X . Hence t G F ^ (Y  +  
X ). Summarising, a re c u rs iv e  e q u a tio n  is a map e: X  u  F ^ (Y  +  X ). 
We shall often call such an e a ^ - e q u a t io n ,  in contrast to a A-equation 
X  u  F T X —as in Definition 5.
D efin itio n  18 Let F : C u  C be a functor, with for  X  G C a final coalgebra 
F ~ ( X ) —U X  +  F ( F ~ ( X )).
A s o lu tio n  for an <x-equation e: X  ^  F ^ (Y  +  X ) is a map so/(e): X  ^  
F ^ (Y ) that produces an appropriate term  so/(e)(x) for each recursive variable 
x  G X . This means that substituting the cotuple [nY, so/(e)]: Y +  X  ^  F ^ ( Y ) 
in e yields the solution so/(e), i.e.
X  ------e-----^ F  ~ (Y  +  X  ) 
so/(e)
in
=  subst([nY, so/(e)]) o e so/(e) 
F ^ (Y  )
subst([nY , so/(e)])
This shows that the solution is a fixed point o f subst([nY, —]) ◦ e.
Like for A-equations, we are interested in unique solutions for ^-equations. 
Do they always exist? Not in trivial equations, like x =  x, where any term  is a 
solution. Such equations are standardly excluded by requiring th a t the terms 
of the recursive equation are ‘guarded’, i.e. th a t its terms are not variables 
from X . This notion can also be formulated in a general categorical setting: an 
^ -eq u a tio n  e: X  u  F ^ ( Y + X ) is called g u a rd e d  if it factors (in a necessarily 
unique way, assuming th a t coprojections k  are monos) as:
Y +  F  (F  ~ (Y  +  X  ))
" K1 +  id
(Y +  X  ) +  F  (F  ~ (Y  +  X  )) (5)
Cy+x
X ■F ~ (Y  +  X  )
g
e
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This says th a t if we decompose the term s of e using the final coalgebra map, 
then we do not get variables from X .
T h e o re m  19 ([2]) Each guarded (x>-equation has a unique solution.
P ro o f. Assume th a t a guarded ^ -eq u a tio n  e: X  ^  F ^ (Y  +  X ) factors as 
(y+X 0 (K  + id ) o g, for a map g: X  ^  Y +  F ( F ^ (Y  +  X )) like in (5). In order 
to find a solution one first defines, like in the proof of Lemma 14, an auxiliary 
map h: F ^  (Y +  X ) +  F ^ ( Y ) ^  F ^  (Y) by coinduction, via an appropriate 
structure map on the left-hand-side below. Like in the proof of Lemma 14, on 
one of the +-components (the second) this structure map only unravels, while 
on the other it applies the guard g to the recursive variables from X .
Y +  F  (F  ~ (Y  +  X  ) +  F ~  (Y )) ■
[id +  F (ki), (id +  F (K2)) ◦ Cy]
(Y +  F  (F  ~ (Y  +  X  ))) +  F  ~ (Y  ) 
t
[[ki , g], K2] +  id
((Y +  X  ) +  F  (F  ~ (Y  +  X  ))) +  F ~ (Y  )
t .
Cy+x + id
F  ~ (Y  +  X  ) +  F  ~ (Y  )-
idY +  F  (h)
-Y +  F  (F  ~ (Y  ))
Cy
h F  ~ (Y  )
The proof proceeds by showing th a t h o k2 is the identity. The unique solution 
is then obtained as sol(e) =  h o k  o n ◦ k2: X  ^  Y +  X  ^  F ^ (Y  +  X ) ^  
F ~ (Y  +  X ) +  F ~ (Y ) ^  F ~ (Y ). □
6 ^ - e q u a t io n s  a n d  so lu tio n s  as A -equations a n d  so lu tio n s
In this section we put previous results together. We start by fixing an object
Y £ C, and defining the associated functors GY, T Y: C ^  C given by
GY (X  ) =  Y +  F  (X ) T y (X  ) =  F  ~ (Y  +  X ).
Why do we choose these functors? Well, a guard X  ^  Y +  F ( F ^ ( Y  +  X )) 
like in (5) is now simply a GYT Y-coalgebra. We like to understand it as a A- 
equation, in order to fit the ^ -equations in the framework of A-equations. The 
first requirement is thus to establish the appropriate monad and distribution 
structure for GY and T Y.
It is not hard to see th a t T Y is again a monad—formally, via a general dis-
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nX =  n0+X o K2 : X  Y +  X  F ° ( Y  +  X )
pX =  subst([ny+X o Ki, id]) : F ° ( Y  +  F ° ( Y  +  X )) — ► F ° ( Y  +  X ).
For convenience we shall drop the superscript Y whenever confusion is unlikely.
Next we note th a t T Y is isomorphic to (GY) ° , since each (GY) ° ( X ) forms 
by construction the final coalgebra for the mapping:
X  +  GY ( - )  =  X  +  (Y +  F  ( - ) )  =  (Y +  X ) +  F  ( - ) .
Hence (GY) ° ( X ) =  F ° ( Y  +  X ) =  T Y(X ). Proposition 17 then yields the 
required distributive law. The next lemma describes it concretely.
L em m a  20 In the above situation Proposition 17 yields a distributive law
AY
T  y g y  — A x g y  t  y
for each Y £ C. Ommitting the superscript Y , its components are maps o f the 
form:
F  ° ( Y  +  (Y +  F  (X ) ) ) -----Ax— Y +  F  (F  ° ( Y  +  X ))
Via the two obvious natural transformations k2: F  ^  GY and F ° ( k 2): F 0  ^  
T Y we get a commuting diagram o f distributive laws:
F  0  F ------------ ^ T  y Gy
tributive law monads—with unit and multiplication:
A0 A
f F  o ^ g y  t  y
P ro o f. The distributive law can be described as composite:
T y g y  ^  (g y ) » g y  Proposition 17 g y  (g y )o  ^  g y t y
We shall construct this AX explicitly. By first applying the final coalgebra map 
we get:
F  ° ( Y  +  (Y +  F X ) ) ------^ ---- *- (Y +  (Y +  F X )) +  F F  ° ( Y  +  (Y +  F X ))
The component on the left of the main +  on the right-hand-side readily gives 
a map to the required target, namely:
N [k1 , id +  F(n00+Y o k2)] x
Y +  (Y +  F X ) —^ ----- —  Y +  F  (F  °°(Y +  X ))
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For the component on the right we have to do more work. We are done if 
we can find a map F°°(Y  +  (Y +  F X )) ^  F  00(Y +  X ). Such a map can be 
obtained via substitution from:
Y +  (Y +  ) ln0°+x ◦  « 1 , |n°+ x  ◦  « i .^ r + x  ◦  F («2)]] : F ° (Y +  X )
Putting  the decomposition via Z and the two parts of a cotuple together, we 
obtain the following complicated expression for the resulting distributive law 
F°°(Y  +  (Y +  F (X ))) ^  Y +  F ( F 00(Y +  X )).
Ax =  I |«i, id +  F (nXr+Y 0 «2)],
K2 0 F (subst(|nr+x 0 « 1 , |n°+x 0 « 1 , 0 y+x 0 F («2)]])) ] 0 Zy+(y+Fx )•
It is not hard to check tha t the distributive laws are preserved, as claimed at 
the end of the lemma. □
L em m a  21 For each Y G C, the object F°°(Y ) carries a final AY -bialgebra 
structure:
nY( f ° ( y )) ^Y > F  ° ( Y ) —^ - G Y(F  ° ( Y ))T  F  00 Y -
F 00 (Y +  F 0  (Y )) Y +  F  (F 0  (Y ))
where £Y =  subsi(|nY°, id]).
P ro o f. By Lemma 3 there is on F  00(Y) a unique Eilenberg-Moore algebra 
structure T Y(F 00(Y)) ^  F 00(Y) forming a final AY-bialgebra. We establish 
th a t it is of the form £Y =  subst([nY , id]) by checking th a t this £Y satisfies the
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defining equation in Lemma 3. We shall drop superscripts as usual.
G(Zy) 0 A f^y  0 T(Zy)
=  G (Cy) 0 [- , - ] 0 Zy+(Y+FF~Y) 0 F  00(id +  Cy) 
by definition of A and of T
=  G (£y) 0 [- , - ] 0 ((id +  ZY) +  F F °° (id +  Zy )) 0 ZY+F~Y 
by definition of F  on morphisms 
=  (id +  F  (Zy )) 0 I [ki, id +  F  (n0+F ~ Y 0 «2)] 0 (id +  Zy ), 
k2 0 F (subst( _)) 0 FF °°(id  +  ZY) ] 0 ZY+F~ Y 
by further expansion of the definition of A 
=  | |«i, (id +  F  (Zy 0 n °°+f ~y  0 «2)) 0 Zy ],
«2 0 F (Zy 0 subst( _) 0 F°°(id +  ZY)) ] 0 ZY+ f^ Y 
by a simple calculation with cotuples 
=  ||K 1, (id +  F (id )) 0 Zy ],
«2 0 F (subst(ZY 0 _ 0 (id +  ZY))) ] 0 ZY+ f~ Y 
by definition of Z and Lemma 15
=  I h . C r  ],
«2 0 F (subst(|n°°, In ° , ]] 0 (id +  Zy))) ] 0 Zy+f~y 
see below 
=  [ |«1) Zy ],
«2 0 F (subst([n°°, id])] 0 ZY+F~ Y 
by definition of n, t
=  [Zy 0 [n?°>id],
ZY 0 Ty° 0 F(ZY) ] 0 ZY+FtcY
again by definition of n, t  and also of Z 
=  ZY 0 1 [nY J idL t Y° 0 F(ZY) ] 0 ZY+F-Y 
=  ZY 0 ZY
by Lemma 15 (5).
The marked step (*) in this calculation is explained as follows.
Zy 0 o"y+f ^ y  0 F(«2)
=  subst(|nY , id]) 0 t ° + f ^ y 0 F (nY+F~ Y) 0 F (« 2) by definition of Z, o 
=  t °  0 F (su bst(|n ° , id])) 0 F (n°+F~ Y) 0 F (« 2) by Lemma 14 
=  T °  0 F (InY, id]) 0 F («2)
=  T °  • □
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We are finally in a position to see th a t ^ -equations and solutions are a special 
case of A-equations and solutions. This is our main result.
T h e o re m  22 Let F : C ^  C be a functor with final coalgebra F 00 (X ) 
X  +  F ( F 00(X )). Then:
(1) A guard g: X  ^  Y +  F ( F  00 (Y +  X )) for an to-equation e: X  ^  F  00 (Y +  
X ) is a AY-equation, for the distributive law AY from Lemma 20.
(2) A solution sol(e): X  ^  F 00(Y) o f a guarded to-equation e is the same 
thing as a solution o f its guard g — as a AY-equation— in the final AY- 
bialgebra o f Lemma 21.
P ro o f. The first point is obvious, so we concentrate on the second one. We 
assume th a t we can write the guarded TO-equation e: X  ^  F  00 (Y +  X ) as 
e =  Z- +X o (k1 +  id) o g, like in (5), where g: X  ^  Y +  F ( F 00 (Y +  X )) is the 
guard (or A-equation) and Z is as usual the final coalgebra. We observe for a 
map ƒ: X  ^  F  00 (Y),
ƒ is a solution of the A-equation g (see Definition 5)
^  Zy o ƒ =  G(£y) o G T (ƒ) o g 
^  ƒ =  Z -1 o G(£y ) o G T (ƒ) o g
=  [nY0, r Y°] o (id +  F(£Y)) o (id +  F F  00(id +  ƒ)) o g 
by definition of n, t and of G, T
=  [n 0 , o F (Cy) o F F 00 (id +  f )] o g 
=  [n0 , t y° o F (subst([n0 , id]) o F  00(id +  ƒ))] o g 
by definition of £
=  [nY0, ty° o F (subst([n0 , id] o (id +  ƒ)))] o g 
by Lemma 15 (2)
=  [n0 ,  subst([n0 ,  y ]) o tY+X ] o g 
by Lemma 14
=  subst([n0 ,  y]) o [n0 +x o ty°+x ] o g
=  subst([n0 ,  ƒ]) o Z-+ x  o (Ki +  id) o g 
by definition of n, t 
=  subst([nY , ƒ]) o e 
ƒ is a solution of the TO-equation e (see Definition 18). □
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7 C o n clu sio n
We have illustrated the use of distributive laws in recursive equations (es­
pecially for languages) and have unified the area by showing th a t one no­
tion developed in [2] (following [20]) is an instance of a more general notion 
from [5,17,26] based on distributive laws.
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